
Rushwood & Co

Versatile,Talented and Unique Acoustic Musical Trio based in Cornwall and Devon. Rushwood & Co are an
acoustic rock pop outfit which cover modern pop songs along with a range of contemporary folk/ rock
songs. For example, George Ezra, Mumford & Sons, Queen, Kings of Leon, Bon Jovi, ACDC, Lumineers....
to name just a few.

We bring with us an intimate, energetic and enjoyable atmosphere. showing you our own unique take on
your favourite songs, whatever the genre; so there's something for everybody. When you come to visit us at
the Blue Ball Inn expect to be singing along and foot stomping to some energetic bangers. The band is
made up of Angela, Alex and Leon….

Angela is a theatrical vocalist at heart with her roots buried deep in Musical Theatre. Frequently taking lead
roles in stage productions and performances. Angela’s crystal clear, versatile and seamless voice
contributes to the three part harmonies, while her overwhelming power and presence explodes through
each line for maximum impact. Angela is an incredibly skilful vocalist, this coupled with her 5 octave vocal
range means she is able to mould herself and turn her hand to everything. She really enjoys singing as part
of Rushwood & Co and it shows! She really loves to sing and will do it at every given opportunity. She lives
to sing.

Guitarist, singer and songwriter; Alex has been playing for over 15 years and has developed his own blend
of playing styles covering a fusion of different genres; jazz; rock; folk; pop and fingerstyle. His sometimes
complex guitar/ rhythmic playing compliments his smooth bass/ baritone vocals. Alex has also picked up the
banjo and percussion - he enjoys the challenge. Alex plays a tenor Banjo in non standard Plectrum banjo
tuning which further adds to the contemporary sound of the group. Alex’s influences include Andy McKee,
Tommy Emmanuel, Brent Mason, Newton Faulkner, Mumford & Sons among others. Alex lives for music
and there is nothing he loves more than playing the guitar or performing live in front of a welcoming crowd.

Leon is a singer/ songwriter and guitar player. Leon has developed his own style of guitar playing and a
unique, soulful and passionate voice. His guitar is percussive by being rhythmic very much on the bottom
end of the guitar.  As a songwriter he is influenced by Tom Petty, Tom Waits, Bob Dylan and Justin Currie
and, of course, Mumford and Sons and many more. His guitar and vocals add energy, presence and
dynamic to covers band, Rushwood & Co as does his individual and vociferous approach on stage! Leon’s
tracks are melodic and catchy, yet very intimate and understated, with tasteful harmonies and hooks. Most
of his lyrics tend to have a deep meaning and are beautifully descriptive. On the whole, his music is very
personal, yet easy to relate to. This has a lot to do with his witty, insightful lyrics, adding tremendous depth
and edginess to each track.


